Frequently Asked Questions
1. I’ve already started writing my book, I have a few ideas, but not done with
any. Is Easy Writer going to help me when I can’t seem to choose?
Easy Writer will help you get clear on which idea is the best to move forward
with and to make sure that it’s connected well with your business. This
happens in the prep module so that you’ll be ready to move forward with
your idea and finish your book instead of bouncing around from idea to idea.
2. How does the guarantee work?
If you follow my plan, you are guaranteed to become a best seller. I’ll want to
see what you’ve done and if for some crazy reason (it’s never happened yet)
you don’t get to best seller with my proven steps, I’ll give you my 1:1 private
time to relaunch it right.
3. Will this help me publish my book and get it printed?
Yes. You will publish your ebook first and then step-by-step instructions in
the last module to get the print version done. You’ll have plenty of guidance
plus videos to follow through the process. Super easy!
4. I’ve got the worst writer’s block. How is Easy writer going to help me get
through that? I feel like if I can’t get through it now, I won’t be able to use the
program.
Writer’s block usually happens when people aren’t sure of their idea or the

outcome/mission/purpose of their book. We go over this in the first
modules of Easy Writer so that you’ll know exactly what outcome you want
for your reader and the steps to take to write each chapter of your book.
Many times once someone knows these things, they become excited to get
their book done and inspired to finish.
5. Who is doing the publishing of the book?
I teach my clients to self-publish on Amazon. You retain more flexibility that
way – you decide our content, you decide your launch date (and get it out
quicker than any other method), and you also get to retain all the profits.
6. How long do I have to finish the program? How long do I have access?
The program is set up for 12 weeks to write and become a Best Seller. You
have access for lifetime.
7. Who does my cover?
The cover of your book is a very personal thing so the cover is something you
can do yourself, which costs you nothing, or hire it out. I’ve seen great covers
done for $10 all the way up to $500 and more. It’s up to you how you’d like
to do it.
8. I don’t have a huge following and I’m scared I won’t be able to sell enough
books. Will Easy Writer help me sell more books?
That’s normal and many of my past clients have mentioned that at the start.
Once they got into the program, they saw how doing just a few small things
that didn’t take much time could easily get people interested and supportive
of their book. It’s never been a problem to sell enough books to get to Best
Seller on launch day. 100% of my clients have gotten the best seller result.
As far as selling more books after your launch, there’s a simple funnel in
there and a paid book swipe file in the program for you to use.
9. I want to put out a book of my poetry and get to best seller. Can Easy Writer
help me do that? I just want to sell books.
I’ve had a romance novelist for a client once, but this is not my specialty.
Business books is what my clients write. That said, you can still use the
methods in Easy Writer for your poetry book to get to Best Seller but the
structures I teach for writing may not apply to you since it’s not a business
book and the marketing afterwards might not be exactly what you’re looking
for.

10. I already wrote my book but it’s not making any money. Would Easy Writer
make sense for me?
So long as you’re willing to go back and revisit your book, yes. If your book is
currently not making money, you would want to check the
contents/structure and the marketing strategy and revamp what you’re
doing.
My suggestion to you is to start from the beginning again and go through
each step of Easy Writer and see where it would be beneficial to revise your
book. Then use the marketing strategy I’ve outlined to get books sold every
month.
11. I don’t have a business connected to my book. I want to eventually have a
business, but I’m not sure what yet. Can I still use Easy Writer to get to Best
Seller?
I’m glad you’re asking me this question now versus later! This is a common
mistake that results in books that sit on the shelf or that don’t work for a
business (meaning wasted time and money).
It’s really best to figure out what business you want before you write your
book. I would suggest my program Real Deal Insider for this and then come
back to Easy Writer when you’ve decided what your business is all about.
12. How much time will the modules take?
Some modules are shorter than others because I know how much time you
will want to devote to writing. Some modules might take 15 minutes while
others might take 45 minute.
13. I really want to write my book but every time I try to set aside time,
something comes up or gets in the way. My life is very busy and I don’t know
if I’ll be able to finish it all. How do other people find the time?
Easy writer has a chunking out trick and a simple schedule to follow that
helps you to write your book faster than you may be able to imagine. Every
person who has set out to finish their book in the 12 weeks that the program
runs, has been able to do it with this structure.
14. I’m a new online business owner. Is it too early for me to write my book?
As long as you are clear on the business you are creating, it’s not too early. In
fact, my recommendation to people is that as soon as they’re clear, to write
the book since it will automatically increase their credibility and expert
status, along with being their best lead generator.

15. How many books do I need to sell to get to Best Seller?
I know you’re going to hate this answer…. It depends. It depends on the day,
how many other books are competing in that category, and who you’re up
against. The good news is that everyone who has gone through this program
has succeeded in grabbing that Best Seller title and I’m so proud of them all!
16. Will I be able to ask you questions if I get stuck?
For sure! There’s a Facebook community where you can post anything that
you’d like answers to and I’ll personally respond (tagging me is the best idea
so I don’t miss it). I encourage you to post there because there are others
who might have your same question or have gone through it and can help
you as well.
17. Is there anything else I need to invest in to get results with your program?
Great question! It’s not necessary but there are some optional pieces.
Editing (I can refer you to my awesome editor if you’d like)
Cover (if you don’t do it yourself)
Tech items if you decide to do a funnel for continued marketing

